Abstract-Topic maps are a Semantic Web technology for semantic annotation of resources to enhance the quality of search output. The main idea of this research is to present a query expansion method using topic maps-based ontology for query expansion process, furthermore this paper proposed a novel automatic approach to construct topic maps from Wikipedia XML corpus. Wikipedia is general purpose, freely available online, is containing up to date information so it is a suitable option for topic map development. The proposed model is implemented and then applied on a test collection. The results show that using topic map-based ontology in query expansion process improves search accuracy in keyword-based information retrieval.
I. INTRODUCTION
Keyword-based information retrieval systems are widely used but have several problems related 1) to the quality of search results and 2) to the usage of systems [1] The low precision and recall of keyword-based search methods has many reasons [2] . For example, a keyword in a document does not necessarily mean that the document is relevant, and relevant documents may not contain the explicit word. Synonyms lower recall rate, homonyms lower precision rate, and semantic relations such as hyponymy, meronymy, and antonymy [3] are not taken into account. A prominent solution to these problems is to use ontology in keyword-based information retrieval systems. Some approaches utilize ontology for query expansion to find concepts that related to query concepts and removing the ambiguity of the query in such a way that system can understand user's intention [4] .
One of the Semantic Web technologies is Topic maps [4] . They can be used as a means to organize and retrieve information in a more efficient and meaningful way [6] - [8] .This paper describes a method which aims at improving search results quality and accuracy in keyword-based information retrieval systems. Its innovation lays in the ideas of:  Using topic maps as knowledge base in query expansion process.  Exploiting vast amounts of highly organized human Manuscript received January 8, 2013; revised May 20, 2013 . This work was supported by Islamic Azad University of Qazvin (QIAU).
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knowledge encoded in Wikipedia to construct the topic maps-based ontology.  Presenting an automatic approach for topic maps construction. In our proposed approach, Wikipedia has been used as input in topic maps construction process and the resulted output used as knowledge base for query expansion process in a keyword-based information retrieval system. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II will present the related work and the motivation for this paper. The proposed method is explained in Section III. Section IV shows the results of a prototype system implemented according to the proposed method and finally the paper is concluded in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
In recent years, several researches try to apply otologies in information retrieval systems to overcome current search engines shortcomings. One of the solutions is query expansion methods which provide better query to improve retrieval process .Main objectives of query expansion is to overcome structural ambiguity and semantic ambiguity [9] .They fills the gap between queries and documents by adding extra terms and reweighing terms in the original query [10] .
Many search strategies use keyword based search with augmenting of ontology. These systems boost their performance using ontology-based query expansion which is oftentimes based on well-known WordNet ontology [10] or rely on knowledge resources such as thesauri [11] and inexistence ontologies [12] , [13] . A considerable number of these attempts exploit Wikipedia. The idea to bring semantics into Wikipedia is not new; several studies on this topic have been carried out in the last few years. Wikitology is one this research using Wikipedia to make English Ontology [14] . Several different methods use Wikipedia for manipulating query such as [4] . [15] try to identify document topics using the Wikipedia category. [16] use Wikipedia for tagging a query with its category.
In recent years, various researches discussed methods to enhance topic map creation. Some solutions for topic map building exploit a specified classification. These solutions transferred the classification into a Topic Map. Ju¨ rgen Beier and Tom Tesche discussed a solution which transforms the MeSH classification of the National Library of Medicine with its approximately 19,000 entries into a topic map, thus, allowing an appropriate retrieval of medical information [17] . TOIR [7] exploit a semi-automatic created topic map to improve search quality.
Unfortunately, the current query expansion approaches use An Application of Topic Map-Based Ontology Generated from Wikipedia for Query Expansion
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International Journal of Machine Learning and Computing, Vol. 3, No. 4, August 2013 inexistence ontologies which are too small and does not contain domain specific information [15] . As the accuracy of query expansion methods has been affected by ontology accuracy, thus a better and more general ontology will improve query expansion results. Furthermore, manual construction of topic maps are time consuming and most of methods restricted to utilize owl ontology representation language. On the other hand, Wikipedia is general purpose and very wide, containing up to date information making it a much better option. To solve these problems, we propose a method which build topic map based ontology automatically from Wikipedia and then use it in query expansion process.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Our method consists of two main phases: Topic maps construction process, Query expansion process. The output of first phase is a topic maps-based ontology which is used as input of the second phase.
A. Topic Maps Construction Process
The topics of topic map model derived from Wikipedia. In our approach, Wikipedia is used because it is the largest knowledge repository on the Web and is available in dozens of languages. The largest Wikipedia corpus is its English version which is used in this research.
There are four Wikipedia features that are in particular attractive when building topic map-based ontology: internal links, redirects, disambiguations and categories [18] , [19] describes these four features in detail. Each article has a title, assigned categories, and often refers to other articles. Some articles have more than one title; in this case, additional titles are implemented as special articles, or redirections, containing only a single link to the main article. Categories are organized hierarchically into sub and super categories. The category hierarchy is not a tree and some categories have multiple super-categories [15] . As depicted in Fig. 1 , first, we convert the Wikipedia corpus to appropriate form for topic map construction and second explain the constructing process.
1) Preperaing Wikipedia XML corpus
The original Wikipedia corpus in is not suitable directly for our approach. Before using it for topic maps development, it must be prepared for our purpose.
As mentioned, each article may have a number of titles, called redirections, and be associated to a number of categories. In our approach, for every article, only article titles, internal links of the article and the assigned categories are extracted. In this step, we obtain a list of concepts and their relations which will be used in topic map development. It doesn"t utilize the text body of Wikipedia articles.
2) Generating topic maps
To construct topic maps, our approach exploits article"s titles, categories of articles and the links between articles which obtained in previous step.
Each Wikipedia concept is represented as a topic in topic map model, thus titles, categories and links are considered as topic in topic map model. The text of each Wikipedia article contains hyperlinks to other articles in Wikipedia. We exploit two kinds of links: internal links and "see also" links. These two types of links are also mapped onto associations. The relation between each article and its categories are also mapped into an association in topic map model. We consider four association types for four kinds of relationship between two topics:  Part-of association type specified the relation between categories and subcategories.  Assigned-to association type is considered for the relation between each article and its assigned categories.  Has-a-relation-to association type defined for the relation between internal links of an article and its title.  Has-SeeAlso association type is considered for the relation between "see also" links of an article and its title. Finally, the resulted topic map used as knowledge base for query expansion process. Fig. 2 shows small portion of the generated topic map. 
B. Query Expansion Process
It refers to the process that generates query expansion set for user"s query keyword. According to the query expansion set, search program applies on index repository and search results with the characteristic of semantic information are returned to user. We proceed on the supposition that each query consists of n keywords, t i denotes title topic in topic map, k j shows keywords of the query, c i indicated number of query keywords that exists in a title topic, tc k indicates child topic of a each node up to two levels, W j,i denotes the weight of a keyword in a title topic and deg i shows the emphasis degree of a topic on expansion process.
1) Step 1
Stopwords removed from user query and query keywords which are not present in any topics of topic maps are ignored.
2)
Step 2 Find all title topics, t i , that match query keywords. Each topic which has one matching keyword is selected. We save the number of matching keywords for each topic, c i and use it for weighting in step3.
3) Step 3
For each title topic, t i , and each query keyword, k j , the keyword weight is calculated by considering each title topic in topic map-based ontology as father topic and selecting child topics, tc k , up to two levels in topic map hierarchy. Child nodes are connected to each other by has-realtion-to, has-Seealso association types. We consider a predefined weight for each of these relationships. Thus, the weight for each keyword is calculated as follows:
For such that ∈ and is a child node of ,
Otherwise , = 0, we have ∝ as the relationship weight: ∝= 0,6 for has-relation-to association type ∝= 0,7 for has-seealso association type
4) Step 4
For each title topic, we calculate title importance by summing keywords weight according to following and consider it as the weight for that title topic:
5)
Step 5 Sort title topics by weight and select topic with highest weight as candidate concepts for query expansion.
6) Step 6
We utilize a threshold value to omit concepts with lower weights from the candidate concepts and the remians are used for expansion process. Fig. 2 . A screenshot of small portion of the topic map generated as output of our method. It built from part of "computer scinence" domain of wikipedia.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For experiments we used the Wikipedia XML corpus. The INEX community has produced a XML benchmark collections named INEX Wikipedia collection [20] which is available for the participants of INEX 2007.
This corpus is based on the English Wikipedia dump and contains about 659,388 articles. We exported the corpus into a SQL Server 2008 database and use it to construct the topic map-base ontology.
In order to validate the efficiency of our proposed method, we have constructed the topic maps-based ontology in computer science domain. The resulted topic maps contain approximately 2700 topics. The resulted topic map-based ontology validated using TM4L [21] . Then, 450 text documents have been collected for our experimental data set. We have implemented a prototype system which has keyword-based search then our query expansion method applied on system. Fig. 3 shows the experiment result with and without query expansion process. Precision measure used to evaluate the efficiency of search results. Precision is defined as proportion of retrieved related documents relative to all retrieved documents. It is showed that when the query is enriched by proposed query expansion approach, result precision will be higher. Fig. 3 . Percision values after and before applying proposed query expansion approach using the gerentated topic-map based ontology.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this research after an overview on approaches using ontology to improve information retrieval systems and approaches which exploits Wikipedia, a model for automatic construction of topic map-based ontology using Wikipedia XML corpus, is proposed. The prominent features of our approach are that it is an automatic method for constructing topic map-based ontology; it exploits Wikipedia, the largest up-to-date encyclopedia which is developed through a social process and kept current by the Wikipedia community. The 
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International Journal of Machine Learning and Computing, Vol. 3, No. 4, August 2013 proposed method consists of two main phases: Topic maps construction process, Query expansion process. The output of first phase is a topic maps-based ontology which is used as input of the second phase. 0provides a summary of proposed method. Step6: apply threshold to omit less important topics.
Step 2 : Topic Maps Construction
In topic map constructing process, titles, categories and links are considered as topics in topic map model. Four association types are defined to express the relation between categories, internal links and article titles. Finally we proposed a query expansion method and applied it on the resulted topic map-based ontology. It is validated by using Google API and the results of experiments show that the precision of the retrieval system is improved by utilizing the proposed method. Our future work will consider the text of Wikipedia articles in topic map constructing process.
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